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Abstract. We study complexifications of 2-step nilpotent real Lie algebras, inti-
mately connected to the Clifford algebras, that are called pseudo H-type Lie alge-

bras. They are indexed by pairs (r, s) reflecting the signature of the scalar product 
on the centre. We show that the complexifications of real pseudo H-type Lie algebras 

of equal dimensions with the same value n = r + s are isomorphic. 
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1 Introduction 

Since the construction of H-type Lie algebras in [8], the study of their properties and 
generalizations has been an important research topic in the interface of analysis, geom-
etry and algebra. The definition of these algebras in [9] via representations of Clifford 
algebras defined by positive definite quadratic forms was successfully extended to the 

non-degenerate case in [2]. In the general situation of scalar p~oducts much more care 
needs to be taken, since one needs to require an additional metnc condition on the Clif-
ford modules, referred to as admissibility. In recent times, these Lie algebras have been 

actively studied, see for example [1, 3, 4, 5, 6] and the references therein. 
The aim of this short note it to give a hands-on proof of the fact that the complexi-

fication of pseudo H-type Lie algebras having equal dimensions of center and horizontal 
parts yields isomorphic complex Lie algebras. It bases many of its argument on the clas-
sification of H-type algebras obtained in [5, 6]. This situation can be seen as a nilpotent 
analogue of the well-known fact that 

s[(n,C)空 su(n)igi (C空 su(p,q) igi C 

for any n~2 and any positive integers p, q satisfying p + q = n. 
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we present some basic defini-

tions and state precisely the main result. In Section 3 we prove the theorem for minimal 
admissible modules for the so-called basic cases. In Section 4 we explain in detail how to 
proceed in the case the admissible modules under consideration are non minimal for the 
basic cases. Finally, in Section 5 we apply periodicity arguments to finish the proof of the 
main result. 
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2 Pseudo H-type algebras 

Let n = J 8 tl be a nilpotent graded Lie algebra of step 2, 〈.'.〉r,sa non-degenerate 
symmetric bilinear form on J of index (r, s) and〈.'.〉anon-degenerate symmetric bilinear 
form on tl of index (l, l) in the case s > 0, and index (n, 0) if s = 0. Define the map 

J: J→ End(u) by 
〈z,[x,y]〉r,s=〈Jzx,y〉, z E 3, x, y E l1. (2.1) 

Then the map Jz is skew-symmetric with respect to the bilinear form〈.'.〉inthe following 
sense 

〈Jzx,y〉+〈X,Jzy〉=0. (2.2) 

Definition 2.1. A pair (n = 3① tJ'〈．，．〉r,s+〈.'.〉） is called a pseudo H -type Lie algebra 

if 
J; +〈z,z〉Idu= 0 for all z E 3, 

where Idu E End(tJ) is the identity on tJ. 

The pseudo H-type Lie algebras are in one to one correspondence with the Clifford 

Cl(3, 〈．，．〉r.J-modulestructures on l1 admitting a linear form satisfying (2.2), see [1, 2, 7]. 

We call these modules admissible. We use the isometries of scalar product vector spaces 
(3, 〈．，．〉r)竺艮r,s,

(tJ, 〈．，．〉)竺罠見 ifs> 0, 

(tJ, 〈．，．〉)竺町0, ifs=O, 

and the isomorphism of Clifford algebras Cl(3, 〈.'.〉r,s)竺 Clr,s= Cl(賊い）. We denote 
by nr,s the pseudo H-type Lie algebras related to the admissible Clr,8-module of minimal 

dimension, called minimal admissible. If the module is not minimal admissible then we 
will write nr,s(llr,s) indicating the necessary properties of tJr,s_ For the rest of this paper, 

we always denote by zい...,zぃZr+1, ... , Zr+s an orthonormal basis for罠r,s.

The main theorem is the following 

Theorem 2.1. Let N be a collection of pseudo H-type Lie algebras nr,s(llr,s) with equal 

value n = r + s and equal dimension of the admissible modules tJr,s. Then the complexified 
Lie algebras from叫(tJr,s)E N are isomorphic. 

3 Minimal admissible modules in the basic cases 

Let V be a real finite dimensional vector space, its complexification vc = VRJR C is the 

complex vector space obtained from V by considering the scalars as complex instead of 
real numbers. By means of this process, linear maps and bilinear forms defined on V can 

be defined on vc in a natural way. For the sake of clarity, we will sometimes stress the 

complexified objects with an upperscript c_ 

Consider the complexification (叫(vr,s)〈 C C , .'. 〉r,s+〈．，．〉） of a real pseudo H-type Lie 

algebra (nr,s(vr,s), 〈．，．〉＋〈.'.〉)• The maps Jf, 〈E3立r,s are defined in a similar way as 

in equation (2.1), since for any v, w E tJ, z E 3, and a, (3, 1 E C we have 

af3r <Jzv,w >=< J~0a(v®(3), wRr〉c=〈zRa,[vR(3, wR1f)c = a/31〈z,[v,w]〉．
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The idea of the proof is to show that for some specific chosen bases of the real Lie algebras 

in N, the complexified Lie algebras will have the same structure constants. Notice the 
following 

(J; げ=((J;, -JJ + i(砂＋鱈））， (=a+i/3. (3.1) 

For (= 0:1 + i/3ぃrJ= 0:2 + i/32 

J詞 =((Ja2la, -1(3ふ +i(laふ+1(3ふ））． (3.2) 

Now, let z1, ... , Zr, Zr+i, ... , Zr+s be an orthonormal basis for (股r,s,〈.'.〉r).We define 

(k = {咋， if 〈Zk,Zkい=1, 

izk, if 〈zk,Zkい＝ー1.
(3.3) 

Then the set {(k}, k = 1, 
C 

... , r+s, IS an orthonormal basis for e,r+s satisfymg〈(k,仕〉＝r,s 
1. From now on we write tlに forthe complexified minimal admissible module, (., .) for 

complexified symmetric bilinear forms, and J,k for the complexification of Jzk. Moreover 

from (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain 

凶）2 = -Id。c, J(ふ＝ーJく1ぶ (J(k功， Jい） = (vぃ砂），

for any V1, V2 E tlはin•
Recall that the orthonormal basis for the minimal admissible modules are cyclic and 

generated starting from an initial vector v E tlmin with〈v,v〉=1 by Clifford action, 

see [4, 5, 6]: 
v, J. 殊 V, jZkjZzV, jZkjZzjZmVl• • • • 

Definition 3.1. We say that the bases of two minimal admissible Clr,8-modules ti1 and 

的 havethe same lexicographical order if they are obtained by the action of the same 

ordered collection .:l = { J. 殊， J殊心 Jzk Jz1 Jzm, ... } on vectors V1 E tl1 and V2 E防 with

(v1, 釘） = (v2, 巧） = 1. 

The construction of a basis for a minimal admissible module is based on the structure 

of a collection Ir,s of mutually commuting isometric symmetric involutions, acting on the 

admissible module tlmin for which the initial vector v E tlmin is the common eigenvector 

with eigenvalue 1 of the maps from'Ir,s, see [4]. The involutions are of two types: Fa = 

Jzふ JZmJZ!and九 = Jzよ Jzm,a, b E N. It is easy to see that the maps巧 = J, く占J(mJ(!
and Tf = J, くふJ(mare also mutually commuting isometric involutions, acting on tlに.In 

some special cases it is possible to consider involutions of type Ff instead of those of type 

Tbc multiplying Tbc by J(k for some suitable (k-We denote by互={F;, 巧， a,b EN} 
the collection of mutually commuting isometric involutions, acting on tl畠in•

Theorem 3.1. Consider pseudo H -type Lie algebras nr,s having equal values n = r + s 
r,s 

and equal dimensions of the minimal admissible modules tl If the minimal admissible min• 
r,s 

modules tl have bases with equal lexicographical order, and admit the same collection min 
互。fmutually commuting isometric symmetric involutions, acting on (tlは:nf,then the 

complexified Lie algebras n~s are isomorphic. 
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Proof. The structure constants on the complexified Lie algebras are calculated by making 

use of equality 

(J,; 喜％）＝（〈k,[vz, Vm]). 

The calculation only depends on the number of permutations leading to relations of the 

type ((k, [vし加］）＝（土P砂，v)=土1for Pa Eヰ:s and the generating vector v E (l1盟砂c_
Since the lexicographical order of the bases and the involutions互 coincide,we obtain 

equal structure constants. ロ

Corollary 3.2. If the pseudo H -type Lie algebras nr,s and nn,o with n = r + s have equal 
dimension of the minimal admissible modules, then their complexifications are isomorphic 

Lie algebras. 

Proof. Any collection Ir,s of mutually commuting isometric involutions for nr,s is also the 
set of such involutions for nn,o, see [4]. Thus the lexicographical order of the bases and 

the collection巧sare the same. The conclusion follows from Theorem 3.1. ロ

To facilitate the description of the case-by-case analysis that will follow, we present 

the table of the dimensions of the minimal admissible modules. 

Table 1: Dimensions of minimal admissible modules 

8 16 32 64 64x2 128 128 128 128x2 256 

7 16 32 6<1 64 128 128 128 128 256 

6 16 l6x2 32 32 64 64x2 128 128 256 

5 16 16 16 16 32 64 128 128 256 

4 8 8 8 8x2 16 32 64. 64x2 128 

3 8 8 8 8 16 32 64 64 128 

2 4 4x2 8 8 16 16四 32 32 64 

1 2 4 8 8 16 16 16 16 32 

゜
1 2 4 4x2 8 8 8 8x2 16 

巳

We focus in the present section on low dimensional pseudo H-type algebras, so-called 

basic cases, which correspond to 1 ::; r + s ::; 8 and 

(2, 7), (3, 6), (3, 7), (6, 3), (7, 2), (7, 3), 

where periodicity arguments do not hold. We show that low dimensional pseudo H-type 

algebras satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1. We will start by studying the basic cases 

for which r + s > 8, since the arguments use information that does not appear in Table 1. 
In fact, we have 

n『,7竺 nf,3,

since the dimension of the minimal admissible Cl10,0-module is 64. Recall that the Atiyah-

Bott periodicity of Clifford algebras, implies 

dim(tlr,s) = 16dim(tlr-S,s) = 16dim(tlr,s-S) = l6dim(tlr-4,s-4). 
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Therefore Corollary 3.2 holds. Similarly, we have that 

nf,6竺 nf,2,

since the dimension of the minimal admissible Cl9,0-module is 32. The fact that 

n~,7~nf,3, 

follows by direct inspection of the set of involutions巧い thatcoincide, see [4]. 
In the following, we omit the cases of the pseudo H-type Lie algebras nr,s whose 

dimensions of the centres and of the minimal admissible modules coincide with nn,o, since 
the conclusion follows from Corollary 3.2. 

CASE r + s = 3. In the cases of 8 dimensional minimal admissible modules the 
orthonormal bases are the following: 

{v, J在 v,JzkJz1V, k,l = 1,2,3, Jz1Jz2Jz3v}. 

The collection互 isempty. 
CASE r + s = 5. The 16 dimensional minimal admissible modules have the following 

orthonormal basis: 

{v, J殊 v,k = 1, ... , 5 JzJ吠;V,l = 1, ... ,4, JZlJZmv, Jz1J石nJZ5Vm = 2, 3, 4}. 

The involution is F = Jz1 Jz2 Jz3 J列・

CASE r+s = 6. The pseudo H-type Lie algebras n5,1 and n1,5 are isomorphic [5]. The 

pseudo H-type Lie algebras n5,1, n4,2, and n。,6 have eq叫 collection

互 ={Ff=~訊心Jく4l Ff=~ 訊ふJ砂

Note that the involution F2c for the Lie algebra n5,1 was obtained by modifying the 

involution T = JZl Jz2 Jz5. The multiplication of re = Jc:1, らJくsby~ く6does not change 
the structural constant of the basis. The orthonormal basis is the following 

{v, J殊 v,k = 1, ...'6 JZ!JZ6v, l = 1, ...'5, Jz2JzmV, Jz2JZmJZ6v m = 3, 4}. 

CASE r + s = 7. The pairs of real pseudo H-type Lie algebras n6,1, n1,6, and n5,2, n2,5 

are isomorphic [5]. The pseudo H-type Lie algebras n4,3, and n。,7 have the set乙：

凡 =JZl JZ2 JZ3 JZ4 l杓=JZl JZ2 JZ5 JZ6 l凡=Jz1Jz3Jz』z7,

and therefore have the basis with the same lexicographical order. Analogously, the pseudo 

H-type Lie algebras n2,5, and n6,1 have common mutually commuting isometric involu-
tions: 

F1 = JZl JZ2 JZ3 JZ4, 的 =JZl JZ2 JZ5 JZ6 l T = JZl JZ3 j芍 9

that leads to the basis with the equal lexicographical order. Moreover, the collection 

互＝｛凡=Jc;1J, くふJ(4,凡 =J, 凸ふJく6l凡=J, 訊ふJく7'}

is common for all four last mentioned algebras: n2,5, n6,1, n4,3, and n。,7. The two previous 

groups n5,1, n1,6, n5,2, n2,5 and n。,7, n4,3 have the isomorphic complexifications since the 
pseudo H-type Lie algebras n6,1, and即，7have bases 

{v, J句,v, k = 1, ... , 7 J祐nJZ7V,m=l, ... ,6, J勾_Jz2 V, Jz1 Jz2 J芍，v}
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with the same lexicographical order. 

CASE r+s = 8. The pseudo H-type Lie algebras n6,2 and n2,6 are isomorphic [5]. The 

pseudo H-type Lie algebras n6,2, n5,3 and n1,7 have the same set of mutually commuting 
isometric involutions: 

'Ir,s = {凡=Jz2Jz3J, 五 5, 凡=Jz2Jz3Jz7Jzs, T = JからJz3}.

Therefore, we obtain orthonormal bases with equal lexicographical order and the same 

collectionがr,s・ 

4 Non minimal admissible modules in the basic cases 

Before we proceed to study the isomorphism between the pseudo H-type Lie algebras 

叫s(tlr,s)and馬，q(tlp,q)with different indices (r, s)ヂ(p,q), r + s = p + q, we need to 
revise whether the real Lie algebras nr,s(tlr,s) and nれs(tir,s)are isomorphic for admissible 
modules t,r,s and 5r,s having different decompositions into minimal admissible modules. 

4.1 Automorphisms of n~8(tlr,s) and叱（訳）

In the rest of the paper we use the upper index士 toindicate the scalar products on admis-

sible modules that differ by sign: tJ = r,s;+ r,s 
min (tJ 

r,s;-
min, 〈.'.〉)and tJ = (tJ mm ur,s min は:n,-〈.'.〉ur,s). mm 

We also use the lower index±to distinguish the minimal admissible modules, cor-
responding to non equivalent irreducible modules, tJr,s;+ = r,s 

min; 土 (tJmin;土，〈•，• >0r,~) and mm; 士
叫二 =(tJは:n;土9―〈.'.〉0r,s ), see [6, Corollary 2.2.4]. mm; ± 

Recall that Clifford modules are completely reducible and any admissible module can 

be decomposed into the orthogonal sum of minimal admissible modules. We decompose 

an admissible module tJr,s of the Clifford algebra Clr,s into the direct sum of, possibly 

different, minimal admissible modules. We distinguish the following possibilities. 

If r -s季3(mod 4) and s is arbitrary or r -s三 3(mod 4) and s is odd then 

りr,s= (后 b盟~n ④(信叫勾）． (4.1) 

If r -s三 3(mod 4) and s is even, then 

い＝（信叫::十）〶（信 n悶い）〶 (~l1;,:は＿）〶(~① n悶~~-)- (4.2) 

We formulate the main results of the classification, see [6]. 

Theorem 4.1. /6, Theorem 4.1.1} Let tJr,s = (tJ, 〈.'.>~) andが,.= (u, 〈.'.〉砂 beadmis-

sible modules of a Clifford algebra Clr,s・If r三 0,1, 2 mod 4, then the pseudo H-type Lie 
algebra nr,s(llr,s) is determined by the dimension of the admissible module tJr,s and does 

not depend on the choice of an admissible scalar product. Thus nr,s(llr,s)竺 nr,s(訳）， if
and only if dim(tJr,s) = dim(訳）．
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Ifr三 3(mod 4), then the pseudo H-type Lie algebra nr,s(tlr,s) is determined by the 
dimension of tlr,s and by the value of the index s. 

Theorem 4.2. /6, Theorem 4.1.2} Let r三 3(mod 4) and s三 0(mod 4) and let the 
admissible modules be decomposed into the direct sums: 

tlr,s = (信沢ば』〶（信 u;;,:~—+) E9(~ti;;,:~_) 〶(~ti;;,:~~_),
釘＝（信 tJ孟勾』④（后 b悶い）〶（二立は）〶(~tJ篇~~-)

Then the Lie algebras nr,s(ur,s) and nr,s(訳） are isomorphic, if and only if, 

p =pt +p二＝冗＋た=p and q = p二十pご＝加＋忙 =q

or 

p =pt +p二＝瓦＋忙=q and q = P+ + p! =囚＋仇 =p.

Theorem 4.3. /6, Theorem 4,1.3} Let r三 3(mod 4) ands三 1,2, 3 (mod 4) and let tJr,s 
andが,sbe decomposed into the direct sums 

が,s= (后 tl孟:;;)①（后 ti;.:~-), 訳＝（后心；＋）①（ぢ b孟~~-).
Then nr,s(l1r,s)空 Ur,s(釘）， ifand only if p =炉＝炉＝り andq = p―= p―= ij, or 
p=炉=p-= ij and q = p―＝炉＝り．

Let us show the following statement. 

Theorem 4.4. Let l1r,s and釘 beadmissible modules decomposed into different direct 
sums of type (4.1) or (4.2). Thenn~.(l1r,s) 全 n~8(6r,s), if and only if dim(l1r,s) = dim(6r,s). 

Proof. If r = 0, l, 2 mod 4, then叫(l1r,s)竺叱（訳）， sincethe real pseudo H -type Lie 
algebras are isomorphic. 

Let r三 3(mod 4) ands三 1,2, 3 (mod 4). Consider first the real pseudo H-type Lie 
algebras 

nr,s(llは勾） and nr,s(llは孟）
and construct the isomorphism map for their complexifications that will act as identity on 

r,s;+ r,s;-
their centres. We choose v E tJmin with〈v,v〉0r,s;+= 1 and v E timin with〈v,v〉r,s;-= 

mm min 
-1. Then the structure constants will differ by sign. For the complexified algebras 

we choose the complex basis on the centres as in (3.3) and construct the basis for the 
r,s;-complexified ti';;.:;; starting from v and the basis for complexified tJ starting from iv, min 

by making use the same collection I,.,s. Since (iv, iv) =〈疇〉C r,s;-= 1 the structure 
mm 

constants on the complexified algebras will coincide. 
This shows that for any decomposition 

ur,s = ( 
p 

① u~: り;)④（← u~: 盃），
we can construct the basis generated from 

～十～—

訳 ＝ （信 ti;;,: 五打④ (~ ti;;; 勾）．

V = 8f~ 匹lEB呪:1iuj, 〈V1,V1〉ur,s;+= 1, 〈Uj,附〉ur,s;-= -1 min min 
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and 

v=eに託伍にiuj, 国，初〉Er,s;+= 1, 〈'Uj''Uj〉Er,s;-= -1 min min 

Since the structure constants in any block will coincide and the blocks are commute, we 

finish the proof. 

Let now r三 3(mod 4) ands三 0(mod 4). We start from considering the real pseudo 
H-type Lie algebras 

r,s;+ r,s;+ 
叫 s(tlmin;+) and nr,s(tlmin;-) 

and construct the isomorphism map for their complexifications. We restrict the consid-

eration to the cases (r, s) E {(3, 0), (3, 4), (7, O)} because of the periodicity. We choose 
r,s;+ 
mm;+ 〈 〉

r,s;+ 
v E l1 . with v,v u",s;+ = 1 and u E l1 . with u,u = l. Let (r,s) = (3,0). 

min;+ mm;- 〈〉。r,~;+mm;-
We consider the respective orthonormal bases 

r,s;+ 
x。=v, 叩=JzkV for nr,s(l1min;+), 

r,s;+ 
Yo= u, 糾＝ーJZkU for nr,s(l1min;-)• 

(4.3) 

For the complexified Lie algebras we choose the bases for the centres as in (3.3) and for 
r,s;+ IC 

the admissible modules generated as in (4.3) with initial vectors v for (l1 . and iu 

for (l1悶閏_)IC. The direct calculations shows that structure constants coincid: ~。rmm・ 

心(uはSぶ!+) and 心(u;;,:応＿）．

Note that we used 

r+s 

尻 x= IT Jz,x = x, for any x E vv~:~~+ 
k=l 

and 
r+s 

Or,sY = II馴＝一y, for any y E vv;,:~~+ 
k=l 

in calculation of the structure constants. Since n~s (ti;,: 閏王）合 n~s(tl孟:~三） by the argu-
ments at the beginning of the proof, we conclude that for any decomposition of modules 

as in Theorem 4.2 the respective Lie algebras will be isomorphic. 

It finishes the proof of the theorem. ロ

4.2 Isomorphisms of n~8(t>r,s) and心（約）

Before we turn to the general case we also mention that for some situations the real Lie 

algebras nr,s(tlは:n)and ns,r(6孟:n)are not isomorphic by simple reason that the module has 
different dimensions. In this case one module always has twice the dimension of the other. 

Careful study of this cases was done in [5] with the conclusion that Ur,s(tlは:n)竺恥（訂）

if dim(ti;; い=2 dim(ti:;;;n~· 
Summarising the considerations above we conclude that any admissible module ur,s 

can be decomposed in into direct sum of minimal admissible and the complexification 
此(ur,s)does not depend niether of the type of irreducible module nor on the choice of 

metric on it. 
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Now if r-+ s = p + q and dim(ti盆い = dim(ti□砂 then 叫(tl~ふ） is isomorphic to 
nら(ti認ぶ） for any choice of scalar product and type of irreducible module. It shows that 

n ic r,s (ur,s) is isomorphic to n嘉（正） if dim(ur,s) = dim(tJP,q) for any type of decomposition 

into minimal admissible modules. The isomorphism in both cases will have equal action 

on the centres. 

This observation finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 

5 Periodicity argument for the non basic cases 

It was shown in [4, 5] that the module tJr+s,s is the tensor product of the module ur,s and 

the module n, 仇瓜.The represent色tionsare constructed as follows. Let {函，．．．，森}be an 

orthonormal bases for記 0and J. え°''a= 1, ... , 8 be the respective representations. Let 
Jz1, j = 1, ... , r + s be representations of an orthonormal basis for股r,s_Set 

8 

Jzj = JzjRIT Jz。 for j = l, ... , r + s, 
a=l 

jZc, = ldur,sRJZc, for a = 1, ... , 8. 

Then the maps J21, J"" are representations of an orthonormal basis for恥r+s,sas it was 

shown in [4]. Therefore if the minimal admissible modules u;.:n and u仇似， r+s =p+q, 

respectively, have bases with equal lexicographical order, then the bases of the modules 

が,s= ur,s®tt>~ 似， and 印=up,q®tt>仇~n

will also have equal lexicographical order. Moreover, the collections互： s,swith the fixed 

value n = r + s + 8 will coincide, since we only add new involutions 

凡=1る)z2jz3jz4,危=1る)z2jz5jz5,凡=Jz)z2jz1jzs, 凡=Jz,Jる3jz5J祈・

Note that if Fa= JzJゲ lzklz1E Ir,s, then凡=Jz,J, ゲ伝Jz1E Ir+8,s• 
Analogous considerations can be made for tlr,s+B and n叶 4,s+4starting from nr,s• 
The arguments of [6, Section 4.2] can be extended to the existence of the isomor-

phism for the complexified Lie algebras based on arbitrary admissible module, since the 
arguments does not depend on the field of real or complex numbers. 
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